RULE YEAR 2021
Opening 27/03/2021

Closing 26 /09/21

RECEPTION
Campers, upon arrival, are required to report to the office to hand over their identity documents for registration. Entering the campsite implies the acceptance and full
observation of these "REGULATIONS" which may be supplemented by additional rules that the Management reserves the right to issue for the better functioning of the
campsite and which will be brought to the attention of campers by posting on the premises of the Management, in those intended for customer acceptance and in the
spaces used for this purpose. The campsite staff is authorized to enforce it and to report to the Management who does not comply with the rules set out in this
"REGULATION". In particularly serious cases in the non-compliance with the regulations, offenders may be removed from the campsite with immediate effect. The
Management reserves the right not to accept, at its sole discretion, undesirable or surplus campers. Visitors are not allowed without the authorization of the
Management. Visitors admitted by the Management will have to hand over their identity documents and will have to pay the daily fee indicated in the fare schedule at the
entrance. The admitted visitors will have the possibility to leave the car in the guest parking which is located outside the campsite. The parking of cars in the guest car park
will be at the complete risk of the owners of the vehicles because it is an unattended car park. The camper who fails to register his family members or guests will be
charged a fee equal to double the amount foreseen for the stay in the tariff schedule with notification to the competent authorities. In the period of August 15th it is
mandatory to book visitors and / or guests at least five days before the expected arrival, reserving in any case the Management the right not to accept visitors and / or
unwanted guests and / or in excess. The opening hours of the offices and of the various services are shown in the individual rooms and in the spaces used for this purpose.

YOUTH AND MINOR CHILDREN
minors are admitted only if accompanied by parents or relatives of age. Children must always be accompanied by an adult in the use of the various equipment, bathrooms,
showers, playground, sports area. Parents are directly responsible for their children. Children must be supervised by parents or an adult; The Management declines any
responsibility and will have the right to immediately remove anyone who does not comply with these regulations from the campsite.

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The tent or caravan place will be assigned by the Management and all campers, visitors and guests must comply with its provisions. Free pitches can be occupied starting
from 08:00 and those on reservation from 16:00. The tent or caravan site must be vacated and cleaned by 10.00 on the day of departure. For departures made after 10.00
but before 18.00, the payment of half the stay rate will be applied; for departures after 18.00 the full rate of the daily stay will be applied.

PROHIBITIONS
- It is absolutely forbidden for all vehicles, motorcycles, scooters (motor or electric), electrically assisted bicycles, electric scooters and / or electric machines for children,
to circulate in the camping area. The Management may authorize transit within the campsite only for unloading on the occasion of the first arrival or for serious health
reasons. It is however forbidden to park inside the campsite. Only for serious health reasons, the Management can assign a place inside the campsite. Vehicles authorized
to enter the campsite must in any case proceed at walking pace and in compliance with the provisions of article 6 below. o It is strictly forbidden not to comply with the
National and Regional laws governing the subject of the campsite, on pain of immediate removal by the Management and the payment to the Management of a penalty
equal to double the seasonal fee applied according to the tariff schedule.
- It is strictly forbidden to anchor, affix and / or set up fixed structures on the ground; the violation will be grounds for immediate removal by the Management who will
also be entitled to a penalty equal to double the seasonal fee applied according to the tariff schedule
- It is forbidden to keep the lights on during the day. Electricity is supplied by means of 4 ampere magnetothermic switches. Campers must use electricity with equipment
and systems in accordance with the law, assuming full responsibility for damage that may arise to third parties and / or the campsite from malfunctioning of the electrical
system pertaining to them. The Management reserves the right to check the electrical systems of individual campers and, in the event of non-compliance with the law,
prohibit their use. During their absence, campers are obliged to interrupt the supply of electricity by putting the switch assigned to them in position 0. If this operation is
not carried out, the Management will be responsible for disconnecting the power supply electric. Any tampering with the electrical system by campers will be reported to
the competent authorities.
- With regard to equipment suitable for the production of hot water (electric, gas water heaters, etc ..), the Management prohibits their installation and use. Only one LPG
cylinder of kg is allowed on the pitch. 10 for the exclusive use of the kitchenette, in relation to whose use the individual user is responsible for any damage caused to third
parties o Damaging the plants and equipment of the campsite is strictly forbidden; it is forbidden to dig ditches around the tents, pour boiling, salty liquids or waste on the
ground; it is absolutely forbidden to wash cars, motorbikes and rafts, even with water only. Anyone tampering with the equipment will be required to pay damages and
will be removed from the campsite.
- Access to dogs or other animals is strictly forbidden.
It is absolutely forbidden to install and use washing machines in the pitches used by campers.
- It is forbidden, even for cars with a handicapped badge, to park inside the campsite.
- The camper without formal authorization from the Management cannot, in any way, host or transfer the pitch (for any reason) to people other than those designated by
him at the time of his admission.

REQUIREMENTS
Campers are required to comply with all national and regional laws as well as the rules governing the subject of camping (and in particular the Regional Regulation - Lazio
Region - n.18 of 24.10.2008 as amended and supplemented by Regional Regulation no. 27 of 26.11.2014) as well as those concerning health spacing and prevention
measures linked to the COVID-19 emergency, exempting and relieving the Manager and Management from any and all liability
(criminal, civil and administrative) should derive from non-compliance, with the consequent obligation of compensation for damage in favor of the Manager and the
Management. o Campers are required to keep their assigned spaces perfectly clean and tidy. In order to facilitate cleaning, disinfestation, rodent control and for a better
aesthetic appearance, the management prohibits the storage of any type of material (boards, staves, pipes, buckets, vases, wood, dry pine cones, etc.) under or above the
caravans, verandas, kitchens or in any case at sight inside the pitches themselves. Therefore, the Management, in exhorting Mr. campers to comply with this provision
communicates that they will independently implement the above, charging the cost of the operation to the pitch holder.
The perimeter of the pitch can only be delimited with pittosporum plants and subject to the authorization of the Management who will arrange for the exclusive laying of
the same. It is not allowed to install tarpaulins, shading nets, straws on the sides of the pitches.
Caravans, caravans and maxi caravans (also called units), must not be permanently fixed to the ground. These units, even if authorized for continuous placement, must
keep the rotation systems in operation and have all connections to the technological networks, made in compliance with current safety standards, as well as accessories
and appliances that can be removed at any time.
The pre-entrances and kitchenettes complementary to the units mentioned above (caravans, caravans and maxi caravans), will be at the expense and risk of the campers
who have requested them to the Management, and cannot be permanently fixed to the ground and made up of verandas or covers. with mere function of protection and
daytime stay for people; these installations must be made with lightweight and removable materials and can cover an area of land not exceeding 18 square meters and
cannot have a maximum height exceeding 20 centimeters compared to the height of the housing unit to which they are annexed. The kitchenettes can be installed inside

the pre-entrance or in a position adjacent to the unit or in another area of the pitch, as long as they are made of light and removable material and have a maximum surface
area of 8 square meters and a height of no more than 220 centimeters. In the absence of a pre-entry or kitchenette, the installation of cooking points on the pitches is
permitted in compliance with current safety regulations. The Management reserves the right to allow or deny the installation of pre-entrances, kitchenettes and cooking
points by guests and ensure their decor and homogeneity. However, the installation of toilets is prohibited. o the units must be placed at a distance of at least one meter
from the other units and installations present in the adjacent stand.
The preparation of the pitches will be allowed only through the installation of the elements already assembled or the simple assembly of the same, with prohibition of the
use of tools.
electromechanical (drills, saws, whisks, planes, grinders, etc.) and in compliance with the national and regional regulations in force on the subject. All abusive works will be
removed by the Campsite Management, without notice, at the expense of the campers. Therefore, the campers will take full responsibility for the R.C., in relation to their
own equipment mounted on the pitches assigned to them by the management, thus relieving SPINICCI srl from any liability from your third parties. Additional tents cannot
be mounted even if they fall within the assigned space. Pitch preparation works are not allowed in the period from 30th MAY TO THE CLOSING OF THE CAMPING; in the
remaining opening period of the campsite, the same are not allowed on SATURDAY, SUNDAY AND HOLIDAYS and MID-WEEK PRE-HOLIDAYS and in any case according to
the calendar communicated by the Management. The disposal of the material for replacement will be done by the customer himself. o The camper, taking note that the
management will carry out the pruning of the pines present in the campsite, indemnifies the campsite from any and all liability from any damage that could be caused as a
result.
Those who leave the tent or caravan in the campsite will still have to pay the expected rate.
Each camper is required to keep the objects of his property. The management assumes no responsibility, in any case, for any loss or theft of objects and valuables not
delivered in custody and accepted by the Management. It is also not liable for damage resulting from falling branches, trees and fruit trees, even if due to natural disasters.
Barbecues are allowed only and exclusively in the areas set up for this purpose by the management.
The use of the playground equipment, sports area, square in front of the bar, toilets and showers will be at the total risk of campers. o Any infectious disease must be
immediately declared to the Management.
All cars, campers, caravans and boats placed in the campsite must have an insurance policy against the risks of theft and civil liability for damage to third parties and must
be equipped with a fire extinguisher and sockets with a third wire. land. Therefore, customers are obliged to take out an insurance policy of the R.C. at their own expense
and expense. with regard to their equipment mounted on the pitches assigned to them by the management, relieving SPINICCI srl from any third party liability. With regard
to fire, insurance coverage is included in the rental cost of the pitch, which in the event of a fire recognizes a maximum of € 5,000.00 for each pitch. o The payment of the
rate for the entire requested and accepted period must be made in advance in legal tender currency.
At the expiry of the agreed term, the camper is required to release, free of people or things, the area (or pitch) granted to him without prior notice or cancellation. In the
event of failure to return on the established date, the camper is required to pay the fee up to the date of the actual release, calculated on the basis of the daily rates and
also, as a penalty, will have to pay € 50.00 for each day of delay. , except for major damages resulting from the delayed return of the area (pitch).
The camper who intends to book the same pitch assigned to him in the current year for the following year, must strictly and peremptorily pay 50% of the seasonal rate
applied by the Management for the year 2021 no later than 31.01.2021.
THE CAMPEGGIATORE UNDERTAKES AND OBLIGATES BEHIND HIS LIABILITY (FOR THE PURPOSE RELEASING THE COMPANY SPINICCI SRL) IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL THE
RULES, REGULATIONS, ORDINANCES, DECREES, DPM AND REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY THE LAW IN THE FOREIGN MATTER OF COVIDIA ISSUE OF THIS REGULATION) AS
WELL AS THE CORRECT OBSERVANCE OF THE RULES FOR THE PURPOSE COMMUNICATED BY SPINICCI SRL THROUGH POSTS IN THE OFFICES OF THE MANAGEMENT, WHOSE
BURDEN TO READ THEM IS WITH THE CAMPER.
SILENCE
Noises that disturb the rest of campers are strictly prohibited from 14:00 to 16:00 and from 24:00 to 07:00. In the same hours it is not possible to assemble or disassemble
awnings and operate radios and the like; large gatherings or meetings cannot take place; you cannot use the playground or wash dishes or crockery. The driveway entrance
gate will be closed, so it is absolutely forbidden to enter or exit with motor vehicles during these hours. The circulation of bicycles is prohibited from 14:00 to 16:00 and from
21:00 (if necessary from sunset) to 07:00.
CLEANING - HYGIENE - AESTHETICS - USE OF TOILET SERVICES o Paper and waste must be deposited in the appropriate containers. Each camper must have his own garbage
containers which must be taken to the collection center indicated by a special sign. o Linen and dishes must be washed in the special sinks except from 14:00 to 16:00 and
from 24:00 to 07:00. The use of washing machines is allowed from 8.00 to 14.00 and from 16.00 to 21.00.

SAFETY - RESPONSIBILITY - STORAGE, EQUIPMENT AND VALUES
The partial or total lack of use of the pitch by the camper due to the same cannot constitute a title to request and obtain the reduction or even partial refund of the amount due and
/ or paid by him. o Boat owners raise SPINICCI srl, soc. management of the RIVA DEI TARQUINI campsite, for any damage or theft, whole or partial, that may occur while the
aforementioned boats are parked inside the RIVA DEI TARQUINI campsite throughout the year and during the period of storage on the beach. It is emphasized that parking inside the
campsite is granted by SPINICCI srl free of charge. Starting from the closure of the storage, all boats, jet skis, skates and trolleys for their transport will be allocated in an area
indicated by the management of the RIVA DEI TARQUINI campsite. The accommodation of the aforementioned boats will therefore be prohibited inside the campsite (pitches, paths,
empty spaces, etc.), it is also forbidden to wash, start up or maintain boats inside the pitches and the campsite. o For no reason, in case of breakage, the covering sheets allocated on
the equipment will be compensated
If after the expiry of the agreed term, the camper leaves without freeing the area-pitch granted to him of his things or goods (by way of example but not limited to tents, equipment,
caravans, etc.), the Management cannot be considered guardian of the same nor obliged to guard and therefore the same will not be liable (even during the closing period of the
campsite) for any damage (to be considered also in this item the theft) on the goods suffered by all campers who have defaulted on the liberation of the area - Pitch within the terms
and / or in any case no later than the closing date of the campsite. The Management is, however, authorized, without further formalities and / or formal notice and / or formal
notice and / or judicial measures, to remove these assets by depositing them at a place owned (and / or in any case available) of the Management with all expenses to be fully borne
by the defaulting camper and with a penalty of € 50.00 for each day of undue occupation of the area owned (and / or available) by Spinicci srl.
No later than 04/10/2020, the seasonal closure of the campsite, campers who own equipment or other materials located within the area
(pitch), they are categorically obliged to disassemble and collect them in their entirety and the pitch must be released free from people and / or things. o In the event of any
discrepancies and / or non-compliance with the rules imposed by this regulation, the management reserves the right to proceed with the immediate removal from the camper's
pitch. o The camper exempts and indemnifies the Management and the Manager from any and all liability (criminal, civil and administrative) that may arise and result from failure to
comply with the provisions contained in these Regulations, with consequent obligation on him to refund any damage that should result from non-compliance.
Tarquinia
Signature
Specific acceptance. The undersigned declares to have read the price list and regulations of the "Riva dei Tarquini" campsite, to expressly accept all the clauses contained therein
and in particular those contained in articles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (also with reference to Covid-19), 6, 7, 8. He also declares to be aware of the Regional Regulation (Lazio) n.18 of
24.10.2008 as integrated and amended by the RR of 26.11. 2014 n.27.
Autorizzo la Direzione al trattamento dei miei dati personali (GDPR 2016/679). Firma

